Earth’s upper mantle related to large-scale convective processes.
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The Impact of Agricultural Soil Erosion on the Global Carbon Cycle
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Agricultural soil erosion is thought to perturb the global carbon cycle, but estimates of its effect range from a source of 1 petagram per year−1 to a sink of the same magnitude. By using caesium-137 and carbon inventory measurements from a large-scale survey, we found consistent evidence for an erosion-induced sink of atmospheric carbon equivalent to approximately 26% of the carbon transported by erosion. Based on this relationship, we estimated a global carbon sink of 0.12 (range 0.06 to 0.27) petagrams of carbon per year−1 resulting from erosion in the world’s agricultural landscapes. Our analysis directly challenges the view that agricultural erosion represents a significant source or sink for atmospheric CO2.

Humans have drastically altered the global carbon cycle, mostly through increased use of fossil fuels and land use change (J). Global earth system models (2, 3) represent well the changes in carbon flux between soil and atmosphere resulting from the reduced carbon inputs to soil and the accelerated decomposition of soil organic carbon (SOC) that accompany conversion of land from an undisturbed state to agricultural use (4, 5). In contrast, the carbon dynamics of the well-documented acceleration of soil erosion and deposition (and resultant lateral fluxes of SOC) associated with conversion of land to agricultural use are poorly understood (6).

Soil erosion removes SOC from the site of formation and results in its burial in depositional environments. Recent analyses have identified three key mechanisms whereby these geomorphic processes, together or separately, may result in a change in the net flux of carbon between the soil and atmosphere (fig. S1). Mechanism M1 involves replacement of SOC at eroding sites as a result of continued inputs from plants and decrease in SOC available for decomposition (6, 7); mechanism M2 is the deep burial of allochthonous and autochthonous carbon (8) and inhibited decomposition upon burial (6, 9, 10); and mechanism M3 is the enhanced decomposition of SOC as a result of the chemical or physical breakdown of soil during detachment and transport (11). The fundamental controls on the magnitude of the erosion-induced sink or source are then the rate at which SOC is replaced at sites of erosion, changes in the reactivity of SOC as a result of transport and burial, and the rates of soil erosion and deposition. Previous global assessments of the influence of erosion and deposition on carbon dynamics have made markedly different assumptions about these controls, resulting in the diametrically opposed assertions of a global net release or source of 0.37 to 1 Pg C year−1 (12, 13) versus a net uptake or sink of 0.56 to 1 Pg C year−1 (6, 9, 10) as a consequence of erosion on agricultural lands.

The controversy about the role of erosion in the global carbon cycle reflects the inherent difficulty of quantifying a net flux controlled by interacting processes that are most often studied in isolation. We examined the integrated effect of the interacting processes using evidence for (i) the rate of SOC replacement at sites of erosion, (ii) the fate of the eroded and buried SOC within agricultural watersheds, and (iii) global soil erosion and soil carbon erosion rates (14). The first two lines of evidence were derived from a comprehensive large-scale survey of the SOC and caesium-137 (137Cs) inventories (mass per unit area to a given depth) of agricultural soils in Europe and the United States (table S1) that allows us to assess quantitatively the relationships between lateral and vertical SOC fluxes. We examined 1400 soil profiles from 10 watersheds (1 to 14 ha), including noneroded soils and eroding hill slopes as well as colluvial soils where sediment and SOC are buried. The artificial fallout radiocarbon
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Table 1. Watershed-averaged sediment and SOC budgets derived from the model simulations for the intermediate scenario. The rates are representative of the whole period of agricultural activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Area (%)</th>
<th>Lateral sediment transfers* (Mg ha(^{-1}) year(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Lateral SOC transfers* (g C m(^{-2}) year(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Vertical carbon transfers† (g C m(^{-2}) year(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Ratio vertical/lateral carbon flux‡ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>45 20</td>
<td>22.7 16.5</td>
<td>13.2 3.6</td>
<td>2.5 0.0</td>
<td>Min 17 19 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>45 21</td>
<td>14.7 7.8</td>
<td>12.8 6.0</td>
<td>5.7 1.4</td>
<td>Max 43 45 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>44 26</td>
<td>12.8 11.4</td>
<td>16.6 1.9</td>
<td>5.2 2.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>33 20</td>
<td>15.2 9.2</td>
<td>10.6 4.2</td>
<td>3.2 −1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>47 35</td>
<td>13.4 11.3</td>
<td>10.1 1.6</td>
<td>2.4 −0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>42 21</td>
<td>13.1 9.0</td>
<td>21.0 6.7</td>
<td>5.2 −0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>39 22</td>
<td>6.4 3.5</td>
<td>6.2 2.8</td>
<td>1.6 −0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20 14</td>
<td>5.3 5.0</td>
<td>3.2 0.2</td>
<td>0.7 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>49 33</td>
<td>15.4 n.a.</td>
<td>32.2 n.a.</td>
<td>5.7 n.a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>47 34</td>
<td>13.4 n.a.</td>
<td>29.7 n.a.</td>
<td>5.7 n.a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>41 25</td>
<td>13.2 9.2</td>
<td>15.5 3.4</td>
<td>3.8 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std</td>
<td>(±9) (±7)</td>
<td>(±5) (±4)</td>
<td>(±10) (±2)</td>
<td>(±2) (±1)</td>
<td>(±10) (±8) (±12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SOC erosion calculated as Cw. Ecs / 100, where Cw is the carbon content (%) for the top layer and Ecs is the erosion rate (g m\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\)), both averaged over the watershed. SOC export is calculated as Cw. (Ecs−Dcs) / 100, where Dcs is the deposition rate. †Positive values indicate a net flux to soils; negative values indicate a net flux to the atmosphere. ‡Ratio is calculated using the lateral and vertical fluxes from the eroding sites. Values are derived from a conservative (Min), intermediate (Mean) and extreme (Max) model scenario (14).

Fig. 1. Erosion-induced vertical carbon exchange between soils and atmosphere derived from 1400 profile measurements, grouped by lateral SOC fluxes (i.e., SOC erosion rates; positive values indicate erosion, negative deposition). SOC erosion is derived from the simulated SOC content (%) for the topsoil averaged over the watershed and profile-specific erosion rate derived from the\(^{137}\)Cs data. Positive vertical exchange indicates a net flux to soils (sink); negative values indicate a flux to the atmosphere (source). The values are derived from the intermediate model scenario (14). The ranges of carbon erosion rates are −10 to 10, 10 to 20, 20 to 35, 35 to 50, and >50. Bar heights indicate mean values; error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. Bars are centered on their median carbon erosion rate, and the width is proportional to their SD. The solid line represents the watershed-averaged relation (i.e., 26% and 0% replacement for the eroding and depositional areas, respectively; see Table 1).

\(^{137}\)Cs was used as a tracer for soil material to determine rates of lateral soil transfer and the corresponding rates of subsoil excavation and soil burial relative to uneroded sites. The net vertical (soil-to-atmosphere) carbon flux associated with erosion and deposition was derived by establishing the difference between measured SOC inventories and SOC inventories simulated to result from lateral redistribution of SOC while assuming no net exchange of carbon between soil and atmosphere (15). The third line of evidence is provided by revised estimates of the contemporary global lateral fluxes of sediment and SOC in agricultural landscapes as a result of water and tillage erosion (the effect of wind erosion is not addressed). These estimates were derived using spatially explicit models of soil erosion in conjunction with global databases of land use, soil, climate, and SOC.

Mean rates of soil loss from the eroded areas in the 10 watersheds that we examined ranged from 4 to 23 Mg ha\(^{-1}\) year\(^{-1}\). These high rates of soil erosion were associated with rates of SOC export from the eroded areas that ranged from 3 to 32 g C m\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\) (Table 1). The SOC budgets of all watersheds derived here (Table 1) are consistent with the operation of mechanism M1, in which the eroded areas of all 10 watersheds are found to act as sinks of atmospheric carbon, with a range of uptake from 1 to 6 g C m\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\). This behavior is consistent with results of simulation studies (16–18) and with field data on the age of carbon and the presence of new carbon in eroding soil profiles (7). Despite large variability in climate, soils, and agricultural management, there is a correlation between sink strength and rates of SOC erosion found in the data for the 647 profiles subject to net erosion (Fig. 1). The average vertical/lateral flux ratio (carbon sink:SOC erosion ratio) is 0.26 (±0.08), whether derived using point data (Fig. 1) or integrated watershed data (Table 1, range of 0.11 to 0.55). The consistency of this proportion suggests that it can be used with predictions of lateral carbon fluxes (carbon erosion) to derive reliable estimates of sink strength under a wide range of climatic and management regimes. In deriving this proportion, we have taken into account site to site variations in the amount of subsoil SOC incorporated into surface horizons by erosion and variations in the SOC inventories. Furthermore, because only a fraction of the carbon exported from the eroded areas since the start of cultivation has been replaced by additional carbon derived from the atmosphere, the SOC inventories of eroding profiles have been subject to progressive depletion. The proportion of eroded SOC that is replaced is similar to the magnitude of the active SOC pool, which turns over within years to decades, and it seems probable that this pool undergoes most rapid replacement (19). The more passive pools accumulate as a result of a slow cascade of transformations, and both a longer period of time and a larger total throughput of SOC are required to replace these.

Although replacement of exported carbon at sites of erosion provides a sink of atmospheric carbon, the net effect of erosion and deposition on carbon exchange with the atmosphere is dependent on the fate of the SOC exported from the eroded areas. In the 10 sites examined here,
53 to 95% of eroded carbon was conserved and found to be redeposited within the watersheds over an area covering 14 to 35% of the watershed. This is consistent with earlier reports of the large amounts of retained erosion in watersheds (20).

In contrast to the areas of net erosion, the 256 profiles subjected to deposition show variation from a net source to a net sink (Fig. 1), with a watershed-averaged mean of $0 \pm 1 \text{ g C m}^{-2} \text{ year}^{-1}$ (Table 1). These data suggest that preservation of buried carbon (mechanism M2) is effective and that, at the sites investigated, losses associated with transport (mechanism M3) are relatively minor. It appears that SOC redeposited within a short distance of the site of erosion, as in the sites examined here, is retained. Therefore, at the scale of the watershed/zero-order basin in which erosion and deposition occurs, the net exchange with the atmosphere is a sink, the magnitude of which is determined by the replacement of carbon at eroded locations with no measurable offset or additional contribution from the proximal depositional areas (6). The composite magnitude of the sinks derived at this scale also sets the upper limit for the larger (landscape/regional) scale sink. However, it must be recognized that the fate of any SOC exported into the fluvial network and transported to distal depositional environments will determine the extent to which the landscape/regional scale sink magnitude approaches this upper limit (21).

On the basis of this analysis, the two most important controls on sink magnitude are identified as the rate at which SOC is eroded and the proportion of eroded SOC that is replaced at the sites of erosion. The last has been constrained by the analysis above. Using the models described in the (14), we estimate that the global contemporary agricultural sediment flux on cropland is about 22 Pg year$^{-1}$ and that an additional approximately 11 Pg year$^{-1}$ is mobilized on pasture- and rangelands (table S2). These sediment flux estimates correspond with a cropland SOC erosion rate of 0.32 Pg C year$^{-1}$ and a total agricultural SOC erosion rate of 0.47 to 0.61 Pg C year$^{-1}$ (Fig. 2). When the rate of SOC replacement on eroded soils and the reduced decomposition in depositional environments found here are applied to the world’s agricultural soils, the erosion-induced sink strength is ~0.12 Pg C year$^{-1}$ (range 0.06 to 0.27) (22), of which 67% is accounted for by croplands.

The analysis presented here corroborates the hypothesis of an erosion-induced sink (6). However, our estimate is smaller than other estimates, which range between 0.56 and 1.2 Pg C year$^{-1}$ (6, 9, 10). The reasons for this difference are twofold. First, global erosion rates have been overestimated in some studies because of a reliance either on aerial extrapolation of a limited number of plot experiments that are strongly biased toward steep slopes and fallow conditions (23) or on very coarse-grid implementation of hill slope erosion models (24, 25). Our approach, which explicitly accounts for watershed-scale processes at a very fine spatial resolution, yields erosion rates that reflect that most agriculture is situated on lowlands with relatively low relief intensities and consequently low erosion rates (26).

Second, previous estimates were largely based on analysis of SOC stabilization in depositional environments and implicitly assumed that SOC contents were at steady state at eroded areas (i.e., 100% replacement of eroded SOC) (9, 10). We suggest that dynamic replacement of eroding carbon (6) is limited to the active carbon pools, which constitute on the order of 25% rather than 100% of the eroded carbon, and that this limits the magnitude of the atmospheric sink. Even the relatively modest sink that we derive may overestimate the true sink, because we have not accounted for decomposition losses from the exported SOC (21) and because the 26% replacement that we used is based on data from high-input agricultural systems, which may be less sensitive to yield decline than are low-input systems (27, 28).

Our analysis shows that vast quantities of sediment and SOC (0.47 to 0.61 Pg C year$^{-1}$) move laterally over Earth’s surface as a result of agricultural erosion. The erosion conveyor excavates subsoil at eroding locations, transports it downslope through surface horizons, and buries former top-layer soil in depositional areas. Hence, both the spatial and vertical profile distribution of SOC in agricultural landscapes is continuously evolving, and carbon stock assessments based on topsoil sampling only is likely to result in erroneous interpretations and conclusions. Inclusion of tillage erosion, which is generally not included in studies of lateral SOC fluxes (16), substantially increased the flux as well as the area over which these processes take place. Our results indicate that over the past 50 years, globally, ~16 to 21 Pg C (29) have been buried within agricultural landscapes. However, the long-term stability of these pools under present and future climate disturbance remains highly uncertain (8, 30). The next steps in the quantification of the role of lateral SOC fluxes in the global carbon budget will require consideration for the potential increase in decomposition rates at sites of deposition as a
result of global warming, desiccation, land use change (37), and re-excavation by increased rates of water erosion (24), as well as the dynamics of SOC replacement at sites of erosion. Based on our analysis, we reject both the notion that agricul- tural erosion substantially offsets fossil fuel emissions and the view that agricultural erosion is an important source of CO₂.
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Why Is Climate Sensitivity So Unpredictable?
Gerard H. Roe* and Marcia B. Baker

Uncertainties in projections of future climate change have not lessened substantially in past decades. Both models and observations yield broad probability distributions for long-term increases in global mean temperature expected from the doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide, with small but finite probabilities of very large increases. We show that the shape of these probability distributions is an inevitable and general consequence of the nature of the climate system, and we derive a simple analytic form for the shape that fits recent published distributions very well. We show that the breadth of the distribution and, in particular, the probability of large temperature increases are relatively insensitive to decreases in uncertainties associated with the underlying climate processes.

The envelope of uncertainty in climate projec- tions has not narrowed appreciably over the past 30 years, despite tremendous increases in computing power, in observations, and in the number of scientists studying the system (1). This suggests that efforts to reduce uncertainty in climate projections have been im- peded either by fundamental gaps in our under- standing of the climate system or by some feature (which itself might be well understood) of the system’s underlying nature. The resolution of this dilemma has important implications for climate research and policy.

We investigate a standard metric of climate change: Climate sensitivity is defined as the equilibrium change in global and annual mean surface air temperature, ΔT; due to an increment in downward radiative flux, ΔRf, that would result from sustained doubling of atmospheric CO₂ over its preindustrial value (2 × CO₂). It is a particularly relevant metric for current discussions of industrial emissions sce- niarios leading to the stabilization of CO₂ levels above preindustrial values (2). Studies based on observations, energy balance models, temper- ature reconstructions, and global climate models (GCMS) (3–13) have found that the probability density distribution of ΔT is peaked in the range 2.0°C ≤ ΔT ≤ 4.5°C, with a long tail of small but finite probabilities of very large temperature in- creases. It is important to ask what determines this shape and, in particular, the high ΔT tail, and to what extent we can decrease the distribution width. Climate consists of a set of highly coupled, tightly interacting physical processes. Understand- ing these physical processes is a massive task that will always be subject to uncertainty. How do the uncertainties in the physical processes translate into an uncertainty in climate sensitivity? Explanations for the range of predictions of ΔT, summarized in (14), have focused on (i) uncertainties in our understand-
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